Introduction
Voltage collapse in electrc power systekm has recently received sgnifict attention m the literature. This has been attibuted to increases in power demand which reult in operation of an electrc power ystem near its stability bmits. A The presence of a saddle node bifurcation in a dynamical -system does not preclude the prce of other possiblg more compk, ifurcations. Thu, the recent pa [3J, [4] (6] , [7hzve ashown that indeed other bifurcations occur in the p power sstem mod studied in[2J Other bifurcaios whc were found in this model inude Hopf bifurcation from the nominal equibrium, a-cyclic fold bifurcation, period doubling furcations, a well as a period doubling caade aingtochaotic behavrior. (See, e.g., [13] and references therein for a general discussion of these phenomena.) Other papers have also studied bifurcations in Voltage dynamics i other power system models [15] , (16] , [17] .
The fact ha therefore now been established that a variety of bifurcations, static and dynamic, occur in power system models exhibiting voltage colapse. The purpose of this paper, which continues the work reported in [4] , IS], is to determine the implications of these bifucations for the voltage collape phenomenon and to addres the isue of voltae collapse control. In our paper (4] , a link was suggeste between the voltae colle pheomenon and the occurrence of dynic bfurcations. Specifically, in that paper we showed the possible role of an osillatory transient in voltae collapse. In (5] , we continued the study of dynamc ucations and voltage collapse, showing the posible role of a boundary crisis of a strange attractor [14] 
TK,wICp.V = KwKl,2V + (K,wK,.-K,,,K,.)V +Kw(P(n, *, V)-P -P1) -Kp,.(Q(65, 4, V) -Qo -Qi) (4) All symbols and parameters are the same as in [2] . The lod incades a constant PQ kLd in pwarl with an induction motor. The real and reactive powers supplied to the load by the network are P(6.,6, V) = -Eo'VYo'ain (6 +96) The results of a bifuration aalysis of the model (1)- (6) are no summarised [4] , [5] , [7] . A bifurcation diagram for the sysm (1).
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